
www.autocarsmariani.com 

   Ticketing : Flights - Marine - Trains - Stays

à vos envies de voyages

Agence Calvi
Tél : 04 95 65 00 47 
Fax : 04 95 65 26 71 

calvi@avosenviesdevoyages.fr

Agence Ile-Rousse
Tél : 04 95 60 11 19 
Fax : 04 95 60 06 20 

ilerousse@avosenviesdevoyages.fr
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Excursions Coach 
Day & Half day

Bastia

Forêt de
Bonifato

Forêt de
Fango

Gorges de la Restonica

Col de
la Croix

Desert
des Agliates

Pte de la Revellata

CAP
CORSE

HAUTE-CORSE
2B

CORSE DU SUD
2A

Ile Rousse

Galeria

Girolata

Calvi

Ponte-Leccia

Lumio

Zilia
Calenzana

Piana

CorteCalacuccia

Speloncato

St Antonino

ErbalungaNonza

Santa Severa



« Different meeting points » (Calvi, Algajola, Ile Rousse, ...)

Departure for the center of Corsica. You will cross 
Ponte Leccia, the bridge of Castiria, Scala di Santa 
Regina, Calacuccia, the Valdu Niellu forest and the 
pass of Vergio Evisa. The arrival to Porto will offer you 
a magnifi cient view on the gulf which holds its beauty 
of the mixture of red cliffs contrasting with the intense 
blue of the sea, with far off the famous creeks of Piana 
which you will visit after the lunch (free lunch). On the 
way back, stop in the pass of the Cross to admire the 
landscape on Porto, the gulf of Girolata, the reserve 
of Scandola. To fi nish crossing of Marsulinu where you 
can meet herds returning of the Niolo mountain.

TUESDAY > CIRCUIT DU MAQUIS / LES 5 MERVEILLES 

THURSDAY > CAP CORSE / BASTIA FRIDAY > CORTE

WEDNESDAY > OLD VILLAGES

Departure for the North of Corsica. We shall 
discover the coast punctuated with Genoese 
towers. Saint-Florent, Patrimonio and we shall 
follow the Cap Corse and its alternation of villages 
of fi shermen and hamlets perched on mountains 
(Erbalunga, Santa Severa, Nonza...). Stop to Bastia. 
Spare time to have lunch (free lunch) and visit the 
city. Return to Calvi via Ponte Leccia and Ile-Rousse.

An excursion exploring the old villages 
perched of Balagne. The fi rst one is Calenzana, 
overlooked by Montegrosso, surrounded with 
olive and almond trees. It’s the starting of the 
hike GR20 that crosses island from North to 
South. Visit of Saint Blaise church. We will take 
the Craftmen or so called Wine Road to reach 
Zilia, reknown for it’s mineral water. Then visit 
of an old olive mill in Lunghignano. After the 
village of Montemaggiore, stop at the pass of 
Salvi (509 m) to admire the panorama on the 
bay of Calvi. Then, Sant Antonino, the oldest 

and highest village of Balagne. Here you can 
walk through the paved and arched picturesque 
streets. On the way back, visit of the church of 
the Trinity in Aregno. Return towards the coast 
via Corbara, Ile-Rousse and fi nally Calvi.

An afternoon to discover Corte. From Calvi, 
we will follow the road called Balanina to reach 
the montainous country of Corte. Corte was 
the capital of Corsica during it’s short years of 
independence when Pascal Paoli was the head 
between 1755 and 1769. Situated on a rock peak, 
it’s the geographical heart of Corsica. Upon your 
arrival you will visit the town by small train. Corte 
is the university town in Corsica. It was created 
in 1765 by Pascal Paoli. Corte is dominated by a 
citadel, the only one inside Corsica.

DAY 

DAY 

HALF DAY 

(afternoon)

HALF DAY 

(afternoon)




